
PAVE THE WAY FOR
ACADEMIC GREATNESS

Technology is reinventing the educational system to 
deliver a new form of learning for students and better 
engagement for teachers, across the world. Camu for 
Higher Education can transform your institution into a 
modern-day centre of excellence by creating a more 
engaging and individualised learning experience backed by 
seamless, streamlined administrative processes.

Camu SIS 
for Higher 
Education



Choice Based
Enrollment
Holistic Development
through Flexible Learning

Camu empowers students to 
curate their professional growth 
by giving them the freedom to 
choose courses aligned with 
their goals.

Camu brings together Program 

Student Records, Grading,  
Scholarships and Lecture 

experience for the students.

Camu’s Outcome Based 
Education (OBE) and 
Choice Based Enrollment 
are two international 
concepts that focus on 
student learning to promote 
holistic development. 
Institutions can measure 
the learning outcomes and 
refine the teaching and 
learning methodologies 
accordingly.

Course Enrollment in 2 minutes
from a Mobile App

Enrollment

Scholarship Grants

Fee Generation

Course Registration

Curriculum Structure

Pre-Enlistment



To help institutions seek the highest level of accreditations, 
Camu delivers an integrated administration and learning solution. 
By being able to communicate and seamlessly share information 
with each other, Camu Integrated SIS & LMS avoids duplication 
of processes and ensures your data is always updated, to 
enable faster decisions.

Benefits of Camu’s Unified SIS & LMS:

Automates several 
international and 

local accreditations.

Delivers Outcome Based 
Education that is critical 

for international rankings 
and accreditations.

transparency in the teaching 
and learning process.

source for faculty and 
students, driven by 
mobile apps.



For more information on Camu for Higher Education sales@camudigitalcampus.com | www.camudigitalcampus.com

Singapore (Head Office) | India | Philippines | Thailand | Malaysia | Vietnam | UAE | Africa | Canada | Hong Kong 

Our Presence
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By implementing the innovative 
practices of Outcome Based 
Education and Choice Based 
Education and facilitating 
important accreditations, 
institutions can gear up to meet 
industry expectations. This will 
ensure that their students become 
employable and contribute to their 

Camu is a powerful educational 
technology platform that is 

transforming the academic  
landscape of over a million 
students in 500+ Institutions 
across 10 countries. The system 
can be readily integrated with any 
local or international educational 
board or governing body. By 
making technology functional, 
accessible, convenient and safe, 
Camu ultimately helps institutions 
embark on a path of continuous 
improvement.

NAAC  |  NBA  |  NIRF  |  MQA  |  PASCCU

Speak to us today.
Take your efficiency to the next level


